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monotron, a complete mono synthesizer with a powerful engine, is included with every korg gadget.
instrument models include acoustic piano, electric piano, grand piano, drums, bass, guitar, and

more. eds-xpi (enhanced definition synthesis expanded) is a technology that adds a new level of
sound quality and flexibility to the synth engine, a synthesis model that enables you to perform and
arrange sounding of not only sounds that have been reproduced from the actual hardware, but also
sounds that were not audible from the hardware such as drums, percussion, strings and more. 15,

120, 500, and 1,200 preset patches, along with a drum pattern, are provided. the ultimate in
portable music production. korg gadget 2 for ios/mac is the best all-in-one music production software
and plug-in collection, providing over 40 small synthesizers and drum machines called gadgets, that

you can freely combine for music production. with meticulously selected parameters and at-the-
ready sounds/presets, you can now use various powerful gadgets with your favorite daw on your

mac/pc. with improved sound and utility efficiency, the second generation korg gadget 2 for ios has
been further enhanced to include six new gadgets. in addition, the intuitive user interface has been
polished to improve ease of use. with the new design, you can now check the status of each track at

a glance, an additional four new ifx have been included and you can now smoothly change the
tempo as well as fade in/fade out. you can complete your music without losing inspiration, doing all

of your work with korg gadget 2.
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the first of its kind in the industry, easy operation combined with comprehensive functions is an
important goal of the korg gadget. simply "plug it in", and you're ready to begin producing right

away with an analog-style experience unparalleled in any other device of its kind. the korg gadget is
not a synthesizer; it's the perfect companion for software-based synthesizers. by bridging the gap

between the analog synthesizer and your daw, the korg gadget gives you a powerful at-the-ready, an
instant-on machine. plug and go! if there's a budget-friendly synthesizer, it's the korg gadget. first

introduced at the 2009 namm show, the korg gadget was designed and built for musicians who don't
want to spend hundreds of dollars on a synthesizer and software at the same time. with this version,
the tone and sound of the synth will dramatically improve, with hundreds of presets that have been

re-recorded using all 24 oscillators. in addition, we have included a complete set of instrument
models for use in pro tools. the total number of audio patches is 1,500. please select the patch you
prefer from within pro-tuner or from the easy menu that appears in instrument mode. if you select
the side controller function, when you choose either x or o, it plays the drum tone. we hope you will
find these new features and audio patches exciting and useful. the patches and audio are based on

korg corporation's acclaimed microkorg. each patch is optimized to offer the best sonic quality. once
you have downloaded the patch, make sure you keep it in a safe place, as restoring from a backup

will replace the patches on your machine with the latest korg patches. 5ec8ef588b
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